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ABSTRACT
Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have plenty of competitive advantages
compared to large companies. They are more capable of being original and innovative, and due to their flexibility, they can respond better to environmental changes and
satisfy their customers’ emerging needs. They also have more opportunities to redesign or alter and improve their management tools and information systems. Moreover,
the employees can improve their expertise in novel fields. Due to the significance of
SMEs in countries’ economies, a great number of studies and investigations have been
conducted on them. According to the previous studies of the researcher and review of
the literature, relying on the three-dimensional model, three groups of structural, content, and environmental factors were identified as the most important factors affecting
the performance of SMEs in Semnan province in Iran. Nevertheless, owing to the
wide area of research and also in order to achieve better results, this study has focused
only on investigating the role of structural factors in the performance of SMEs in
Semnan province. The research method used in this study in terms of target is applied
and in terms of data collection is analytical. The method used for data analysis is the
technique of structural equations of second rank factor analysis . The results of the research revealed that structural factors affect SMEs performance to the amount of 3.99.
Keywords: small and medium sized enterprises, performance, structural equations
technique, companies of industrial city in Semnan province.

INTRODUCTION
In Canada, 98% of enterprises are small and
medium sized (SMEs), and in Japan 60% of industry exports belong to this kind of enterprises
[7]. Although 99% of enterprises in Iran are small
and medium sized, only 17% of industry valueadded tax belongs to them [10]. Various definitions of SMEs have been presented. In its report
in 2003, UNIDO indicated that the definitions of
SMEs in Iran are not in agreement, and different
organizations and institutions have provided different definitions [15]. Azizi in a study entitled
“Evaluating the factors affecting entrepreneur-
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ship in small and medium sized enterprises by using balanced reward cards” introduced the units
with the personnel of below 150 people as small
and medium sized enterprises [3].
The presence of deficiencies in the performance of small and medium sized enterprises especially structural deficiencies is evident. Therefore, the main issue in the present study concerns
basically the question of which structural factors affect SMEs performance, and to what extent these factors affect SMEs performance. By
determining the extent of effect of these factors,
managers and policymakers are assisted in better recognition of damage and then by eliminat-
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ing the existing weaknesses in each index, we
will help improve the performance of the active
companies in small and medium sized industries.
Ballantine illustrated that 11% of the SMEs set up
one year ago and also 80% of the new SMEs set
up five years ago experience failure [4]. Although
setting up a successful SME in any segment of industry and trade is complicated, these challenges
and problems are reduced by identifying the factors affecting positive or negative performance of
small and medium industries. According to the report of Iran’s small industries and industrial cities
organization, about 90% of economic institutions
in Iran are the ones with less than 50 [11].
Since structural factors have a fundamental
role in SMEs performance and these factors are
usually common among SMEs, investigating the
role of each component of structural factors helps
managers and entrepreneurs improve, reduce, or
eliminate these factors in order to improve their
performance. So by considering what was mentioned above, the significance of this study is evident because studying the role of each structural
factor gives managers and policymakers a better
understanding and helps them achieve a desirable
performance along their purposes and strategies.

LITERATURE OF THE REVIEW
Karpak and Topcu utilized a network analysis
process to prioritize the factors affecting the success of manufacturing SMEs in Turkey. According to the results of this research in which ANP
has been used, rules and regulations are the most
effective factor in the success of small enterprises
[8]. Chorev and Anderson analyzed crucial factors of success of small newly formed enterprises
possessing superior technology in Israel. According to the results of this research, the most
important factors affecting the success of these
enterprises include the commitment of management group, expertise, organization methods in
general and marketing methods in particular, relation with customers, and managerial capabilities
and research [6].
Also, Man et al. in a study reviewed the literature of SMEs success and showed that three
features affect the success of these enterprises:
endogenous factors, personal qualities, and entrepreneurs’ personal qualities [9]. Rogoff et al.
identified 11 factors affecting the success of small
enterprises: personal qualities, managerial issues,

financial affairs, marketing activities, human resources issues, economic conditions, product
characteristics, competition, discipline, technology, and environmental factors [13]. In another
study, Benzing et al. investigated the factors of
success and failure of entrepreneurship in Turkey by utilizing factor analysis statistical method.
According to the results of this research, entrepreneurs in Turkey believe that the popularity of
the firm and its management including sincerity
and social skills, previous experience and manager’s character traits are the most important factors of success of small enterprises. Additionally,
a complicated tax system and inability to absorb
and keep reliable staff were mentioned as the
most important problems of entrepreneurship [5].
Sepehrdoost and Kamran in an article entitled
“The evaluation of technical efficiency of small
industries in Hamedan province” mentioned that
some reasons of developing countries’ attention
to small and medium industries compared to large
ones are high flexibility, low cost investments,
orientation towards target groups, and dynamic
management in these kinds of industries which
can create job opportunities, reduce poverty, improve income distribution, and meet basic needs
as well as increase gross national product. The results obtained from the research showed that the
average technical efficiency of the performance
of small industries in the provinces of the country
is 96% during the study. Analyzing the sensitivity
of the factors affecting the efficiency proved that
such factors as employment, value of investment,
and products value have an important role in the
improvement of efficiency of the country’s small
industries. The average efficiency of small industries in Hamedan province was obtained at 92%
during the study and ranked 12 on average among
the provinces of the country. Also, the analysis
of efficiency index of all the production factors
showed that the efficiency growth of small industries in the province does not have a positive and
expected procedure [14].
Amin Aqae in an article entitled “The study
of the factors affecting the performance of small
industries from rural development experts’ viewpoints” obtained the following results. The present situation of Iran’s small rural industries is not
able to justify extra staff in agricultural section,
significant difference of welfare level between
villages and cities, not immigration of villagers
to big cities, and economic and social development in Iran’s villages. The study of the factors
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affecting the performance of Iran’s small rural industries can clarify some important points
concerning the reasons of lack of agreement
between Iran’s small rural industries and rural
development goals and clarify basic planning
lines of enterprises managers and government
policymakers. The factors affecting the performance of Iran’s small rural industries have been
categorized into three groups, namely structural,
environmental and content factors. Then by utilizing the descriptive-quantitative method, Iran’s
rural development experts’ viewpoints are studied
regarding the extent to which each factor affects
the performance of small rural industries and then
each factor is ranked [1].
Aminbeidokhti and Zargar in an article entitled “The study of existing obstacles to SMEs
development and presentation of a framework
supporting them” maintain that SMEs in Semnan
province have encountered various endogenous
and exogenous obstacles and problems. Besides,
the results of the statistical analyses showed that
facilities and financial and nonfinancial supports
from SMEs have not been sufficient in financial,
technical, marketing, and executive fields [2]. Piri
et al. indicated that the purpose of this research
was to study the direct and indirect effects of competitive industrial forces on adopting strategies
and performance of small and medium industries
in industrial cities and areas in Hamedan province
that was tested by 3 hypotheses. The method of
this research is applied based on the purpose of
research, but in terms of procedure and nature, it

is a causative research. The population of study,
i.e. the managers of manufacturing companies of
industrial cities and areas in Hamedan province,
is 501 people. In this research, a questionnaire
was designed to collect data, and after testing its
validity and reliability, it was given to the sample
including 273 managers employed in manufacturing companies of industrial cities and areas in
Hamedan province. Data analysis in this research
is carried out by utilizing modeling techniques of
structural equations with the software LISREL.
The research findings confirm the moderating role
of managers’ performance by adopting strategies
and show that the managers of small and medium
industries can moderate some of the negative effects of competitive industrial forces by adopting
appropriate strategies in production, study of environment, and adjusting decision-making. This
research also indicates that the managers’ performance can be assessed by comparing direct and
indirect effects of competitive industrial forces on
performance. The obtained results of this research
confirm the moderating role in the performance
of managers of industrial units in Hamedan province by adopting an appropriate strategy [12].

METHODOLOGY
This research is applied in terms of purpose
and descriptive in procedure. It was conducted in
companies located in industrial cities in Semnan
province in 2014. The main purpose of the pres-

Fig. 1. The phases of conducting the research
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ent research is investigating the role of structural
factors in the performance of small and medium
industries of Semnan province. For this reason,
first with the help of experts’ viewpoints and also
studying the literature of the review, the components of structural factors were identified and then
refined by using factor analysis test and eventually 4 main components were identified. Then the
extent of effect of these four components and finally the total effect of structural factors on SMEs
performance were identified by using structural
equations technique.

DATA ANALYSIS
By studying the literature of the review and
experts’ viewpoints, the following factors were
identified as the main components of structural
factors affecting SMEs performance.
Table 1. The components of structural factors affecting SMEs performance obtained from literature of the
review and statistical investigations and experts’ viewpoints
Row

Structural factors

1

The amount of capital

2

The amount of demand for products

3

The amount of financial resources to guarantee
contracts

4

The amount of availability of efficient technology

5

Condition of machinery of small and medium
manufacturing units

6

Marketing and sales costs

7

Financial facilities

8

Affiliating to larger enterprises

9

Fluctuations in raw materials costs

10

Amount of availability of raw materials

Table 2. The main components selected by factor analysis test and SPSS software
Row

Structural factors

1

The amount of capital

2

The amount of demand for products

3

The amount of financial resources to guarantee
contracts

4

The amount of availability of efficient technology

Conceptual model of research
In this study, structural factors are an independent variable and SMEs performance is a dependent variable. By considering experts’ viewpoints
and studying literature of the review and the result of factor analysis test by using SPSS software
and indices screening, the following conceptual
model was obtained (Figure 2).
The phases of data analysis by using structural
equations technique (factor analysis)
Prior to carrying out factor analysis, sampling
adequacy test must be conducted in order to make
sure of sampling adequacy. To determine this,
two categories of Bartlett and Kaiser measures
(KMO) are used. The value of KMO test varies
between 0 and 1. If the value of KMO is less than
0.50, the data will not be suitable for factor analysis. If its value is between 0.50 and 0.69, then the
data must be analyzed carefully. But if its value
is equal to or more than 0.7, the correlations between data are suitable for factor analysis. Bartlett
tests the hypothesis that the observed matrix of
correlations belongs to a population with dependent variables. If the hypothesis that the variables
are not correlated is rejected (level of significance
is 0.05 and less than that), the data are suitable

Fig. 2. Conceptual model of research
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for factor analysis, otherwise factor analysis must
not be used.
As is observed in Table 3, the value of KMO
test is 0.84 and the level of the significance of
Bartlett test is zero. Both of them show that the
data are suitable for factor analysis. In this phase,
in order to investigate the significance of research
model, answer research questions, and examine
research hypotheses, structural equations technique of factor analysis model was used. First, in
Table 4 we will introduce abbreviations of components used in this software.
In Figure 4, structural equations model of
standard coefficients (factor weights) was shown
for research components obtained by means of
Amos software.
Factor weight is a value between zero and
one. If factor weight is less than 0.03, the relation
is considered weak and so it is ignored. The factor
weight between 0.03 and 0.06 is acceptable and if
it is greater than 0.06, it is highly desirable.
Here the variable of the amount of availability of technology with 0.01 has the weakest relation with SMEs performance. Since its value is
less than 0.3, we will remove it from the model
and in the factor analysis of second rank we will

Fig. 3. Degree of dependence of research variables in
factor analysis of first rank

Table 3. The results of Kaiser and Bartlett tests
The value of KMO test

0.84

The level of significance
of Bartlett test

0.00

It is greater than 0.70, so
the data are suitable for
factor analysis
It is less than 0.05, so the
variables are correlated
and suitable for factor
analysis

Table 4. Abbreviations used in the software
Component

MM

Amount of availability of technology

MF

Amount of financial resources

MH

Amount of capital

Factor analysis of second rank

MS
PROBLEMS

Table 5. Interpretation of significance of factor weights
of variables of research model
Row

Variable

Value
of factor
weight

1

Amount of capital (MS)

1.01

2

Amount of demand for production (MM)

1.00

3

Amount of financial resources (MH)

0.58

4

Amount of availability of technology (MF)

0.01
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show the extent of effect of the other three factors
in the model. The rest of the variables have very
strong relations with the hidden variable of SMEs
performance.

Abbreviation

Amount of demand for production

SMEs performance

Fig. 4. Structural equations model of components of
structural factors

In Figure 5, the output of standard coefficients for the components of structural factors
has been shown by using three components of the
amount of capital, the amount of demand for production, and the amount of financial resources to
guarantee contracts and eliminating the component of amount of availability of technology. As
is seen, in the standard output (that is, by considering amount of error), the amount of capital and
the amount of demand for production are related
to SMEs performance with the same extent of
0.063. Now with the help of nonstandard output
of Amos software (Figure 6), we will investigate
the level of significance of factor weights.
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Fig. 5. The extent of dependence of research variables
in factor analysis of second rank (standard output)

Fig. 6. Structural equations model, factor analysis of
the second rank (Coefficients of significance)

Table 6. Interpretation of significance of factor weights of research variables in factor analysis of the second rank
Row

Variable

Value of factor weight

Interpretation

1

Amount of capital (MS)

1.00

It is greater than 0.5, so level of significance is strong

2

Amount of demand for production (MM)

1.00

It is greater than 0.5, so level of significance is strong

3

Amount of financial resources (MH)

0.58

It is greater than 0.5, so level of significance is strong

In Table 6, we will investigate the amount of
factor weight of each of the components.
Here all the factors have very strong relations
with the hidden variable of SMEs performance,
but the components of the amount of capital and
demand for production have strong relations and
component of amount of availability of financial
resources has a medium relation with SMEs performance. As is seen, these three factors affect SMEs
performance with the extent of 3.99 altogether.
As evident, by eliminating the variable of
amount of availability of technology, the extent of
dependence of the other three factors has increased
to the extent of 0.02. In order to investigate the
significance of relations between variables in factor analysis of the second rank, t-test statistic or
t-value is used. Since significance is examined in
0.05 level of error, the relation is not significant if
the amount of the factor weights obtained from tvalue test is smaller than the critical value of 1.96.

RESULTS
In this section, the significance of the model
obtained values is examined. Since in this research we try to test the hypotheses in the level
of confidence of 0.95 or error level of 0.05, it is
significant if the value of t-test is between –1.96
and +1.96.

Major hypothesis. The components of structural factors (amount of capital, demand for production, and amount of availability of financial
resources) have a significant effect on SMEs performance (Table 7).
Also in Table 8, CR is the same as statistic.
If it is higher than 1.96, it shows that the relation
is significant. It is seen in this table that CR of all
the factors is higher than 1.96. It means that all
factors have a significant dependence with SMEs
performance. In other words, the amount of capital and the amount of demand for production affect SMEs performance to the extent of 14.22 and
the amount of financial resources affect it to the
extent of 3.77.
The result of testing the first minor hypothesis – amount of capital has a significant effect on
SMEs performance (Table 9).
The result of testing the second minor hypothesis – amount of demand for production
has a significant effect on SMEs performance
(Table 10).
The result of testing the third minor hypothesis – the amount of availability of financial resources to guarantee contracts has a significant
effect on SMEs performance (Table 11).
Evaluating fitting of model of factor analysis
of second rank – as is seen in Table 10, the model
has a good fitting.
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Table 7. Testing the major hypothesis of the research
On

Standardized
coefficient

Figures of significance (t)

Confirm or reject the
hypothesis

SMEs performance

3.99

>1.96

confirm

From
Components of
structural factors

Table 8. Amount of statistic of C.R (statistic of t for all factors)
Having significant dependence<1.96

Value of statistic of CR

Variable

The relation is significant

14.22

Amount of capital

The relation is significant

14.22

Amount of demand for production

The relation is significant

3.77

Amount of availability of financial resources

Table 9. Testing the first minor hypothesis of the research
From
Component of amount of capital

On

Component coefficient

Figures of significance (t)

SMEs performance

14.22

Greater than 1.96

Table 10. Testing the second minor hypothesis of the research
From
Component of amount of demand for production

On

Component coefficient

Figures of significance (t)

SMEs performance

14.22

Greater than 1.96

Table. 11. Testing the third minor hypothesis of the research
From
Component of amount of availability of
financial resources

On

Component coefficient

Figures of significance (t)

SMEs performance

3.77

Greater than 1.96

Table. 12. Testing the fitting of model of factor analysis of second rank
Fitting index

Acceptability criterion

Statistic of model of effect indices

0.08 > RMSEA

1.085

0.90 < GFI

1.00

CFI (comparative fitting index)

0.90 < CFI

1.00

CMIN (Chi-square fitting index)

1 < CMIN < 5

1.04

1 > PRATIO

0.00

RMSEA (testing deviation of each degree of freedom)
GFI (fitting index)

PRATIO (fitting index of economics ratio)

DISCUSSION
According to the results of the research by
Karpak and Topcu in which ANP has been used,
rules and regulations are the most effective factor in the success of small enterprises. But in the
present research, the amount of capital and the
amount of demand for production have the greatest effect on SMEs performance. Rogoff identified 11 factors affecting the success of small enterprises: personal qualities, managerial issues,
financial affairs, marketing activities, human
resources issues, economic conditions, product
characteristics, competition, discipline, technology, and environmental factors. In our research,
we concluded that financial affairs such as the
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amount of capital and availability of financial resources affect SMEs performance.
The results obtained from the research by
Sepehrdoost and Kamran revealed that such factors as employment, value of investment, and
products value have an important role in the improvement of efficiency of the country’s small industries. In our research, we achieved similar results. We concluded that such factors as the size
of demand for production and investment affect
SMEs performance. Amin Aqae has classified the
factors affecting performance of Iran’s small rural
industries into three groups of structural, content,
and environmental factors. We also emphasized
the role of structural factors in SMEs performance.
Aminbeidkhti and Zargar in their research showed
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that facilities and financial and nonfinancial supports from SMEs have not been sufficient in financial, technical, marketing, and executive fields.
And financial affairs affect SMEs performance.

CONCLUSIONS
In the present research, after ten main components of structural factors affecting SMEs performance were identified by studying literature
of the review and experts’ viewpoints, we recognized four main factors of the amount of capital,
the size of demand for production, availability of
financial resources andtechnology by means of
factor analysis test. Then according to the results
of structural equations technique and factor analysis of first rank, the availability of technology was
eliminated, and in factor analysis of second rank,
we concluded that components of structural factors
(amount of capital, demand for production, and the
availability of financial resources) affect SMEs
(companies of industrial city in Semnan province
in Iran) performance with the extent of 3.99 totally.
Since the demand for production is one of the factors affecting SMEs performance, it is suggested
that enterprises use this factor to improve their performance through factors of marketing and management of marketing and proper and novel sales.
On the other hand, due to the effect of the
amount of capital and amount of financial resources to guarantee contracts on SMEs performance, it is suggested that companies improve
this factor in order to improve their performance
by using funding tools, such as different kinds of
loans and also cooperation with banks and financial institutions.
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